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INTRODUCTION

By task interface agreement (TIA) No. 85-02, Rev.1, dated February 5,1985 the
KRR staff was requested to review the subject design with reference to the j
problems encountered during the testing of the emergency diesel generator sets 1

(EDGS) on December 18, 1984. The staff has reviewed FSV's latest revision of
the FSAR and electrical schematic drawings of the emergency power systems. The
review focused primarily on the compliance of the design with the redundancy,
independence and single failure criterion established in the FSAR.

BACKGROUND

IEmergency electrical distribution system at FSV is a 3 bus (two redundant and 1

one swing bus) system with two 100% load capacity EDGs. Each EDG has two j
tandem engines each rated to 1/2 of the generator output capacity. If only one j
of the two engines operates in one EDG system, the other redundant EDG must
also be operative to supply the shutdown load with at least one of its engines ,

operating. The intended logic at FSV is to start both EDGs simultaneously and '

let the first EDG with rated voltage, frequency and 100% output (both engines '

operating) be connected to its assigned 480 volt bus together with the swing
bus. The first generator on line assumes sequence "A" loading which is
sufficient for an orderly shutdown and continued maintenance of the plant in a
safe shutdown condition. The second generator, if available with rated voltage
and frequency, will assume sequence "B" loading.

On December 18, 1984, with the reactor shutdown and the PCRV depressurized, the
loss of offsite power and turbine trip semiannual surveillance test was
initiated by blocking one EDG (EDG-A) to intentionally make the other EDG
(EDG-B) first on line and assume sequence A load. Due to the nonavailability
of one of the two engines with EDG-B, this logic could not be completed and
breaker did not close. The logic should have made the intentionally blocked
EDG-A as the second generator in line and should have closed its supply breaker
to initiate sequence B loading on EDG-A. The EDG-A breaker also did not close,
thus causing loss of both redundant emergency power supplies to the essential
buses. EDG-A failure to supply power was attributed to the inadvertent trip of
exhaust temperature switches on both engines of EDG-A due to the loss of
instrument power to these switches. This event necessitated a review of the ;

FSV emergency electric system to establish the following:

(1) Independence and redundancy of the onsite AC power supply distribution
system and the safety loads to perform their safety function.
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(2) -Reasons for EDG-B's inability to get connected to the bus when only one of |
its two engines failed and the other was available to supply 1/2 of the j

designed capacity of EDG-B. |
1

EVALUATION
|

The FSAR maintains in Section 8.2.5.1 that the AC and DC power systems in FSV
design are each redundant systems; the onsite power supplies are completely
independent and meet the single failure criterion. Our review of FSV's onsite
electric system drawings (EDG breaker and bus tie breaker schematic diagrams
and auxiliary tripping relays control diagrams), on sample basis revealed the
following information.

1.- Automatic closure of one redundant EDG breaker is dependent on the
operation of components associated with the other redundant EDG.
Interlocks from one division providing permissive in the breaker close
circuitry of the other could potentially prevent the required operation of
both circuits and render both emergency power supplies incapable of
performing their safety function.

2. Each redundant EDG should be capable of supplying 100% of its rated power
when both engines operate and 50% of its rated power when only one is
operative. The EDG breaker should close for rated voltage and frequency
irrespective of whether one engine is operating or both. FSV design (EDG
breaker schematic) indicates that the breaker will not close if one of the
two engines is inoperative.

Both identified discrepancies, were explained to the licensee in detail in a
meeting held on May 16, 1985. Based on the available information, it is the staff's
understanding that the automatic operation of the redundant EDG circuit ,

breakers is dependent on each other which is contrary to the FSAR requirement. ,

'This discrepancy could potentially render both emergency power supplies
incapable of automatically performing their safety function. However, in case
the EDG breaker fails to close automatically, manually operated electrical
control breaker closing circuitry is available in FSV design to initiate
closure of the breaker immediately after identifying the failure of the
automatic circuitry. The licensee confirmed that the manual circuitry is not

Iaffected by the failure of the automatic breaker closure circuitry.

Our review of the FSAR indicates that besides the EDGs, the FSV design includes
an alternate means of providing electric power for cooling the reactor, in case
both offsite power and EDGs are not available. This power source is capable of
operation, independent of disruptive faults or events, such as a major fire in
the congested cable areas. This system is named " Alternate Cooling Method
(ACM)" and manually started to restore 480V electric power at the control
terminals of the required safety equipment within two hours (1 to 2 hours).
The ACM power source is a non Class 1E, 4160 volt, 60 Hz AC diesel generator,
rated at 2500 kW (equal to the combined rating of both EDGs) and is located
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away from the existing plant structure. The ACM is designed to accomplish the
following functions by means of local manual initiation:

(a) To maintain the reactor subcritical using Reserve Shutdown System.

(b) To resume PCRV liner cooling, thereby cooling the core and the PCRV.

(c) To allow depressurization of the PCRV through the helium purification
system.

(d) To establish operation of the Reactor Building Exhaust System and
radiation monitoring of the exhaust effluent to the atmosphere.

| Additionally, the ACM can power the plant lighting, fire pumps, service water
pumps and plant ventilation system.

The staff reviewed Section 8.2.8.5 of the FSAR and noted that in the unlikely
event when both EDGs are not available coincident with the loss of offsite power,
and the ACM power is restored to the emergency equipment by manual means
within two hours, then adequate core cooling and depressurization of primary
coolant system can be achieved maintaining integrity of the core and the PCRV.

CONCLUSION

The staff's evaluation of the FSV EDG electric system has identified some
discrepancies in EDG breaker control logic regarding independence of the

core with an alternate non-Class IE power source (ACM)y of the PCRV and
redundant EDG system. However, the inherent capabilit

provides an added
assurance of safe shutdown capability.

In the interim, until the licensee proposes any necessary modification in the
EDG breaker automatic control circuitry, manually operated switches are
available to override the automatic control circuit failure and close the
breakers to provide power to operate equipment necessary for safe shutdown of
the plant. This can readily be accomplished well within the time frame
available to prevent damage to the reactor.

It is the staff's conclusion, as it relates to the emergency power system prob-
lems identified, that the plant operation may resume without undue risk to the
health and safety of the public. However,'the licensee should establish a sche-
dule, without undue delay, for the review and resolution of the potential single
failure and independence problems for EDGs identified in this report.
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